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Preserving Business Partnerships
As the partnership grew, “life is good” became
“life is hectic” as day-to-day responsibilities, began
to seem not just abundant but never-ending. Both
Bob and Joe commented that it seemed that they
did nothing but “run the practice” as opposed to
“practicing engineering.” After six years or so, the
dynamic growth of the early years began to plateau;
obtaining new clients became more difficult and the
economic marketplace pinched all businesses. Client
attrition was virtually nonexistent, however, because
Bob and Joe ensured effective management of their
clients’ needs.
With the advent of stagnant revenues, Joe and
usiness relationships begin with shared
Bob
spoke and met less frequently. Their attention
goals and aspirations. Constant care and
to the spirit of the business waned, as
the positive manipulation of
they felt saddled by the incredible
By Rob Shaff
business objectives, in most
responsibilities of managing and main
cases, leads to success. In an ever
taining the existing client base. Additionally, their
changing business environment, however, the
staff was now at ten and counting, providing the
inability or unwillingness of partners to revisit and
additional headaches of refereeing personality and
reconstruct their objectives inevitably means disaster.
"turf" wars among employees.
For partners, a key to avoiding such disaster
Joe called to ask if he could buy my lunch and
is communicating with each other respectfully
bounce some ideas off me. During lunch, however,
and purposefully.
our discussion centered on his firm and its internal
Consider the case of Bob and Joe, both
problems. Joe said his passion for the business was
mechanical engineers, who formed their partner
“not one iota less than when I started this firm,” but
ship ten years ago. In the beginning, they shared
he was totally frustrated by the firm’s failure to gain
similar goals, and an intense passion for the work.
new market share and revenue. As I delved into the
They based their partnership on sharing equally in
market issues, Joe off-handedly indicated that Bob
every way—responsibilities, oversight, client devel
obviously wasn’t interested in the growth of the
opment (rainmaking), product quality, and of
practice or he would have been at this luncheon.
course, finances. From the outset, the JoeBob
When I asked whether he had invited Bob, he
Engineering Group was incredibly dynamic and
replied, “Why? He would have said he was too
synergistic. Joe and Bob met regularly to brainstorm
busy.
Besides, he has no interest in growing the
new ideas and explore creative postures. Given
firm any more. He sits in his office, talks with clients
their common passion for the business, JoeBob’s
and employees, leaves early, and refuses to develop
revenue grew exponentially in its first few years
new client relationships.” Immediately, I knew I was
providing them both with very lucrative incomes.
facing a powder keg with a lit fuse.
Life was good.

Effective communication among
partners serves to support business
growth and development Effecting
such communication requires
establishing and observing certain
ground rules. This approach can
serve you and your partners as
well as your client partners.

B

I asked Joe whether he and Bob still updated their
strategic plan twice each year and met to discuss monthly
financial and administrative issues. Joe indicated that those
meetings were no longer part of the company culture. As
we talked, it became clear that the two partners were
close to despising each other. I suggested an immediate
conference with both of them to ostensibly discuss their
strategic plan. Joe once again said that Bob wouldn’t do it;
he was just too busy. In the end, I called Bob to request a
meeting and caught an earful about how Joe had no
concept of what it took to run a practice as large as theirs
and updating a nonexistent plan was a waste of time. By
persisting, I persuaded Joe and Bob to meet with me to
review their plan and update it as necessary.
As the meeting began, Joe and Bob addressed all their
questions and comments directly to me as opposed to
bouncing ideas off each other. Their animosity grew as
the meeting continued, confirming what I had expected:
Joe and Bob had stopped communicating, figuratively
and literally. Because these two were friends and long
time clients of my firm, I asked them, “What was going
on? Why aren’t you addressing each other? What hap
pened to the two passionate souls intent on lighting up
the world with a mechanical engineering practice?” As
expected, finger-pointing ensued, at which point I ended
the meeting.
Subsequently, through a series of meetings, Joe and
Bob realized they had completely stopped communicat
ing. This impasse resulted in a complete division of
their common goals and incredible resentment. Each
“assumed” the other had no interest in this or that issue;
consequently, each decided not to include the other in
resolving any given problem. I suggested they restate
their individual goals and aspirations, and redevelop a
commonality between themselves based on those attrib
utes. Further, I suggested they meet at least twice each
week, over their morning coffee, to discuss the “issue
du jour." I began meeting with them more often to
continue facilitating their partnership renewal and to keep
them on track. They have effectively renewed their part
nership through refocused time and energy, by realizing
that change is inevitable in business and in people.
This long story is pertinent because it depicts a
growing trend, namely, that the largest factor creating riffs
within most business relationships is inattention to
simple communication. The rationalizations, “I’m too
busy,” or “It’s just another meeting,” carry immeasurable

consequences. What is “just another meeting” to one
may be the catalyst needed for a decision, idea, or strat
egy that is very important to another.
Effective communication takes effort and time. It
requires the parties to be patient and open-minded.
To communicate effectively, partners need to meet
regularly. They must approach these meetings with the
full awareness that they may need to agree to disagree.
Moreover, they must be able to find a safe ground where
their disagreement can be contained, and they must pick
their battles by fighting only those worth fighting.
Morning coffee

When I consult with new clients with multiple owners, I
ask them about their interactions with one another. Those
new business owners look at me blankly and ask how
often they should meet. Those with established
businesses, particularly those operating successful
ventures, indicate a frequency and quality that may or
may not be healthy. Regardless, I’ve begun to suggest to
new and established businesses alike that the partners (or
principal management) meet each morning over coffee,
spending a portion of this time, not necessarily all of it,
discussing the issue du jour. This time should be openended and subject-neutral. Take the time to discuss what
ever issues are at hand and agree, at the outset, that no
subject relative to the business is taboo.
There are other ways to cultivate open commu
nication. The morning coffee approach, however, seems
to work for most of my clients. Perhaps it is simply
because most people start their day at a slower pace than
the normal stride they hit later in the day. In any event,
many of my clients have found “The Morning Coffee” to
be a useful and effective tool for communication.
Agree to disagree

I’ve yet to find two entrepreneurs-partners who lack
strong convictions about various issues and subjects.
Entrepreneurial personalities are diverse, but seem to
share the tendency to be single-minded, stubborn,
confrontational, even downright nasty about asserting
their pet convictions. Inasmuch as independence is the
vanguard of entrepreneurship, these “attributes” are
widely accepted. When two or more such individuals get
together, however, it is imperative that the basis for
discussion be grounded in the fundamental ability to
“agree to disagree.”
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To maintain a reasonable level of harmony, business
partners must recognize that agreeing on every issue is
unrealistic. The point is simple — if each partner agreed
the partnership he or she entered was of value for one or
more reasons, each must agree to nurture the business,
which means understanding a business partner needs to
be heard with thoughtful repose. Agree to disagree. It’s
really not that difficult.
Fight battles worth fighting

Business owners will fight with their business partners
over the most inane issues all in the name of “opinion.”
We all sometimes defend an untenable or irrational posi
tion just for the sake of presenting the other side of the
argument. I wonder, however, if we consider the emo
tional cost of engaging in this “intellectual” discourse.
Business partnerships require extreme care, under
standing, and above all, compromise. Being unwilling to
compromise in a business partnership is analogous to
committing hari-kari. Moreover, posturing is a waste of
time in the effort to solve an issue within a business part
nership. The position a partner takes should be aligned
directly with his or her opinion. However, the ability to
thoughtfully consider the benefits and consequences of
opposing views is the paramount attribute for a level of
compromise that breeds success. Concede or leave behind
battles with little intrinsic or real value. To truly be
effective all parties and partners must adhere to this
credo. Without comprehensive acceptance, disaster looms.
Search for safe ground

It is vital that each business partnership locate and
establish the safe ground, that is, the intangible area of
disagreement that does not allow the intrusion of periph
eral issues. I recently met with a partnership, an estab
lished business but relatively new to my firm. Let’s call the
partners Tom and Jerry. As we began discussing strategic
issues, Tom said, “You might as well ask Jerry. It’s his way
or no way.” Jerry retorted, “Well, someone has to make
the decisions. All you want to do is think about it.” Tom
replied: “Someone has to think in this firm!” Tom’s reply
provoked the kill line from Jerry, “Yeah? Tell me how
much new money your ‘thinking’ has made us lately.
How about none!" This partnership ultimately became so
venomous and divisive that dissolution was inevitable,
and in the best interests of both parties.
As I discussed the reasons for this split with each
former partner, it became abundantly clear that they had
neither established a neutral, safe ground, nor maintained
respect for each other’s opinions. Moreover, as I dug for
the substance of the issues, I found these two men
felt compelled to defend their respective positions
and opinions regardless of the subject. Both are very
intelligent, well-read individuals, so this was not a case of
lack of intellectual capacity or inability to grasp the
conceptual issues at hand. It was simply the result of the

complication lurking within each of us... ego. These two
partners weren’t willing to put their egos aside for one
minute. They appeared irrationally concerned that one
would gain a foothold over the other. The cost was their
business. What an incredible price to pay to maintain
an ego.
Can't agree? Find a facilitator

So, what happens when an issue germane to the business
arises and the partners can’t agree on a course of action?
My first suggestion is for every business, regardless of size,
to design a protocol for resolving the unsolvable. This
protocol may be as simple as a quantitative analysis of an
issue with financial impact. Or, it may require consulting
a trusted adviser, an accountant or attorney. If this is not
practical, consider an independent facilitator.
A facilitator’s job is to create a supportive environment
that allows the parties to resolve common issues. This is
typically achieved by the facilitator’s full understanding of
the goals and objectives of the facilitated conference, the
potential obstacles and issues, and the profiles of the
parties involved. At times, finding commonality within
issues is difficult. In many, if not most cases, a skilled
facilitator can uncover a common thread that ties the
parties together.
A strong facilitator will insist that the participants “own”
the meeting or conference. That is, the goals, objectives,
and desired outcomes are defined and framed by the par
ticipants, not the facilitator. A facilitator’s duty is to bring
the parties to recognize their common interest in solving a
problem or improving a given situation. If the participants
stray from the path they designed, a skilled facilitator
brings the discussion back to the germane issues and
reminds the participants of the goals and objectives
they established.
In most small and medium-size businesses, the facilita
tor of choice is a trusted adviser, perhaps an accountant or
attorney. My only caution is to ensure the attorney,
accountant, or other consulting third party not only under
stands the issues to be discussed but also has the
emotional capacity and resolution skills to remain neutral.
The objective in this situation is to craft a solution to the
problem. An overly emotional facilitator or one unskilled
in conflict resolution may exacerbate the problem.
Business partners can avoid reaching the point where
a facilitator is needed—or worse, where dissolution of the
partnership is the only outcome. To preserve and nurture
the partnership and the business, I strongly urge partners
to establish a consistent vehicle for communication.
Whether it’s the “Morning Coffee” or something different,
just do it. Regardless, leave your egos at the door
and realize your common desires to build a healthy,
successful business.
Rob Shaff is President of The BAS Group, Inc.,
Oklahoma.He can be reached at rshaff@coltonnet.com.
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FLPs and LLCs
at Risk

substance of the entity. Most estate planners have always
advised clients to be careful in both creating and admin
istering an FLP or LLC that all steps are properly docu
mented and that all subsequent actions are consistent
with the structure and governing documents of the
entity. In Strangi, however, the partnership was properly
A heads-up for CPAs involved in
formed and conducted. Documentation was in order,
estate planning:A recent U.S. Tax
appropriate provisions to minimize the tax risk were
included, distributions to partners were made strictly in
Court decision may warrant your
accordance with the partners’ interests in the partnership,
clients’reviewing the origin, opera
and so forth. As Judge Cohen said, “the proverbial ‘i’s
tions, and ownership of their FLPs
were dotted and ‘t’s were crossed’.” Nevertheless, the
Strangi partnership failed to achieve its intended
and LLCs to identify and explain
tax objectives.
possible risks.
In addition, although the Tax Court appeared to view
IRC Section 2036(a)(1), which addresses retained benefi
he case of Estate of Albert Strangi v.
cial enjoyment of transferred property, as sufficient
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, T.C.
grounds for its decision in Strangi, it also articulated a
Memo 2003-145, decided by the U. S. Tax
number of very broad conclusions about the application
Court on May 20, 2003, will
of IRC Section 2036(a)(2), which
By Ronald D. Aucutt, Esq
have significant adverse effects on the
addresses retained control over benefi
tax consequences of the use of family
cial enjoyment by others. These sweep
limited partnerships (FLPs) and limited liability compa
ing observations by the court are some of the most
nies (LLCs). The Strangi case considered a family
ominous portions of the opinion, even calling into ques
limited partnership created by Mr. Strangi and his
tion the estate planning community’s long-standing
family a couple of months before Mr. Strangi’s death.
reliance on the fiduciary duty reasoning of the Supreme
With his son-in-law acting on his behalf under a power
Court’s venerable opinion in United States v. Byrum, 408
of attorney, Mr. Strangi retained a 99% limited partner
U.S. 125 (1972). It is therefore fair to read the Strangi
ship interest and 47% of the stock of the corporate 1%
opinion as a substantial—and alarming—change from
general partnership, for which he contributed to the
the way courts seemed to view estate planning with FLPs
partnership and corporation about 98% of his total
and LLCs in the past.
assets, including his residence. The other 53% of the
Together with Hackl v. Commissioner, which the U.S.
stock of the corporate general partner was purchased
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit decided on July
by other family members. Among other things, the
11, 2003, denying gift tax annual exclusions for gifts of
partnership agreement provided that income from
LLC interests because those interests did not represent an
operations and capital transactions, after deducting cer
immediate substantial economic benefit, Strangi
tain expenses, “shall be distributed at such times and in
signals a troublesome tendency of the courts to view
such amounts as the Managing General Partner, in its
partnerships and LLCs as mere vehicles for conveying the
sole discretion, shall determine, taking into account the
underlying assets, like trusts. In all honesty, partnerships
reasonable business needs of the Partnership (includ
and LLCs are used that way. But they are much more
ing plan for expansion of the Partnership’s business).”
than that, and estate planners had come to rely on both
The Tax Court ruled that 99.47% of the full date-ofthe law and the views of courts in looking, for tax pur
death value of the partnership assets was included in Mr.
poses, at only the interests in the entity that are trans
Strangi’s gross estate for estate tax purposes under
ferred—during life or at death—and valuing those
Section 2036 of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC), and
interests according to the rights and obligations they
thus was subject to estate tax upon his death. This
themselves entail under the applicable property law.
result, of course, undermined the principal tax objective
Estate planners have also relied on what seems to be
of the estate planning involving his FLP, which was pre
explicit statutory language in assuming that IRC Section
sumably to transfer as much wealth as possible in order
2036(a)(2) applies only to powers to designate “who”
to create an exclusion from estate tax.
shall enjoy transferred property, and does not apply to
powers merely to influence the nature or timing of that
Strangi’s significance
enjoyment. We may have to be more careful about such
In FLP and LLC cases prior to Strangi, taxpayer losses
reliance in the future.
were generally confined to cases in which the taxpayer
Granting that the facts in the Strangi case are
had been careless about respecting the structure and
extreme, the reasoning of the opinion is quite sweeping,

T
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and it is hard to tell how less aggressive fact patterns
might be captured by the same reasoning. Similarly,
although many estate planners have criticized the court’s
sweeping reasoning and view it as flawed, it would be
wrong—and risky—to ignore this case or to assume that
less aggressive fact patterns would fare any better in the
Tax Court. Moreover, the case was unusual for the high
level of attention and participation it received from the
National Office of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
while it was being litigated, and we know that IRS estate
and gift tax examiners throughout the United States have
already begun to cite Strangi to justify taking a hard-line
approach in estate tax audits involving FLPs and LLCs.
In short, the Strangi decision takes a much different
view of FLPs and LLCs than the law seemed to justify
before Strangi. Nevertheless, from now on, estate
planning involving FLPs and LLCs will have to take
Strangi into account. In addition, FLP and LLC planning
done before Strangi may no longer be reliable, no
matter how scrupulously that planning conformed to
best practices and the law as it was generally under
stood at the time.
Possible problems

Strangi has prompted a number of estate planners to
consider what to advise clients to do differently when
creating FLPs and LLCs, or what should be done, if any
thing, about FLPs and LLCs created in the past. As an aid
in this analysis, the following is a list of “badges” of the
kind of retained interest or control that in certain combi
nations could create estate tax problems under Strangi
and previous cases:
1. Control of the entity by the transferor (in the facts
underlying Strangi, control was exercised through
Mr. Strangi’s son-in-law as attomey-in-fact).
2. Presence of a power of attorney, deathbed planning,
or incapacity when the entity is created
3.Transfer of substantially all of the transferor’s assets to
the entity
4. Transfer of a residence to the entity, with continued
occupancy by the transferor
5. Tax-sensitive transfers defined by “audit-proofing”
formulas
6. Insubstantial interests in the entity held by other
persons
7. A token interest in the entity given to charity
8. A pattern of administering the entity as a trust, such as
responding to the needs of the partner as a trustee
would respond to the needs of a trust beneficiary
9. An entity that arguably has no cash needs of its own
and therefore lends itself to this pattern, including an
entity holding only passive investments such as
stocks and bonds
10. Terms in a partnership agreement or other operating
document that foster such a pattern, including

(but not limited to) negation or limitation of a general
partner’s or manager’s ordinary fiduciary duties
11. Absence of an interposed independent trustee
holding entity interests
12. Commingling of personal and entity funds or
payment of personal expenses by the entity
13. Other conduct that disregards the structure or
purpose of the entity
14. Accomplishing no change or only a nominal change
in the use and management of the assets transferred
to the entity
Unfortunately, merely listing these badges does not
provide a mechanical or clearly objective test for distin
guishing “good” FLPs and LLCs from “bad” ones. Such
determinations depend heavily on a weighing of the
factors in the circumstances of each case and even then
involve a fair amount of subjective judgment. There is no
one-size-fits-all approach.
Advisable action

In addition to keeping in mind the importance of Strangi
in future planning, it appears that many individuals who
have created FLPs or LLCs in the past should consider an
overall review of that planning in light of Strangi. An
appropriate and thorough review would cover the
following three aspects of the FLP or LLC:
• Origin. Initial owners; initial contributions to capital;
contemporaneous transfers (gifts and sales); state law
documentation; timing of actions; gift tax returns
• Operations. Decision-making; activities; investments;
timing, amount, manner, and rationale of distribu
tions; income tax returns
• Ownership. Subsequent gifts or other transfers of
ownership interests; structure and administration of
trusts (if any) that own interests; gift tax returns (if
any) subsequent to the initial formation and transfers
The outcome of such a review is hard to predict or
generalize because there is no one-size-fits-all approach.
A review might conclude that Strangi does not appear to
create or increase any risks, or it might identify and
explain risks that the client concludes are acceptable. Or
such a review might identify actions that should be taken
to restructure or reposition the FLP or LLC to be as effec
tive in light of Strangi as it appeared to be before
Strangi. In some cases, it will be important to take those
actions promptly because the desired tax objectives
might not be achieved until three years after those
actions are taken as under IRC Section 2035 (a).

Ronald D. Aucutt, Esq. is a partner with the law
firm of McGuireWoods LLP, McLean, Virginia and is
president of the American College of Trust and
Estate Counsel. He can be contacted at 703-712-5497
or raucutt@mcguirewoods.com.
September 2003
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Smoothing
the Path to
Specialization
New avenues open for earning the
AICPA's Accredited in Business
Valuation (ABV) credential.

attendance at continuing education courses, approved
coursework or classroom training, conferences, etc.
specifically in the valuation discipline. Points can also
be earned by presenting at qualifying national or state
conferences, or authoring books or articles on topics of
valuation interest. Specific details on point accumulation
are included in the ABV Handbook.
Examination (50 points)

Under the MEPS, a candidate who is a new entrant
(unaccredited by any other accrediting organization)
must successfully pass the full day ABV examination
to meet this requirement. Those individuals possessing a
usiness valuation continues to grow as an
credential from another accrediting organization
area of service provided by CPAs. In
are given advanced standing for purposes of satisfying
response to members’ need to demonstrate
the examination requirement. Those CPAs holding
their qualifications as providers in this
the the
ASA (American Society of Appraisers) credential
competitive area, the AICPA has implemented
are deemed to have satisfied the examination
Multiple Entry Points System (MEPS) for awarding the
requirement. Individuals holding the CVA (Certified
Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV) credential. The
Valuation Analyst, offered by the National Association
MEPS is designed to create consistency in qualification
of CVAs), the CBA (Certified Business Appraiser, offered
and entry requirements among AICPA-supported
by the Institute of Business Appraisers, or the CFA
specialty credentials and to make the credentials
(Certified Financial Analyst), can satisfy the examination
more accessible to a broader range of practitioners,
requirement by passing a half-day examination.
some of whom might hold a credential from another
The AICPA ABV Examination Committee, headed by.
accrediting organization.
Bill Kennedy, CPA/ABV, PhD, has developed a half
The AICPA Business Valuation Subcommittee devel
day examination that combines the essential elements
oped an MEPS proposal that would gain the approval of
of the full day examination, that is, both multiple
the National Accreditation Commission (NAC) while pre
choice and problem
serving the integrity and position of the ABV in
solving questions.
the marketplace. The proposal has been
Letters to the Editor
In addition to the
approved by the NAC and applies to all
men
The Practicing CPA encourages readers to requirements
candidates for the ABV credential beginning
write letters on practice management and tioned above, the
January 1, 2003.
on published articles. Please remember to MEPS contains two
To obtain the ABV credential under the
changes
include your name and telephone and fax additional
MEPS, a candidate must hold a valid CPA cer
numbers. Send your letters by e-mail to intended to make the
tificate and accumulate a total of 100 points.
ABV credential more
pcpa@aicpa.org.
Points must be earned in three distinct areas:
accessible. The first
change is consistent with the CPA exam model; that is,
Experience (25 points)
the experience requirement need not be met as a
To meet the experience requirement, a candidate must
condition to sit for the examination. A candidate
demonstrate significant involvement in at least ten
may challenge the examination and provide proof of
engagements or projects. The term project has been
experience at a later date.
added to recognize that CPA valuators in industry
The second change concerns scheduling. Both the
generally do not produce written reports. The awarding
half-day and full day examinations will be computerof points for projects makes the credential more accessi
based and will be available for a two-week period,
ble to AICPA members in industry. A detailed explanation
November 3-15, rather than on one day as has been
of what type of work qualifies for the experience
past practice. Every effort has been made to make the
requirement is included in the ABV Handbook,
ABV credential as accessible as possible.
which can be downloaded from the AICPA Web site
The BV Subcommittee feels the changes made by
(www.aicpa.org/abvinfo).
way of implementation of the MEPS in 2003 are forward
thinking and will increase the number of candidates
Lifelong Learning (25 points)
applying for the credential.
To meet this requirement, a candidate must demonstrate
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Update
AICPA Appoints Vice
President — Small
Firm Interests

about staffing survey results and
recommendations. In addition,
66% of members wanted to see a
strategic planning course for help
ing clients. PCPS developed the
Strategic Assessment Program to
meet this request, which members
can access at http://www.pcps.org/
member/Strategic.html. These are
just a few examples of how your
input translates into new pro
grams. Please check your inbox
for this important survey and let us
know your thoughts!

Visit http://www.pcps.org/download/NetworkBro.pdf to read more
about the MAP Network Groups.

Detailed
Investment
Practice Handbook
Available Free to
PCPS Members

isit www.pcps.org and
click on the “Prudent
n a continuing effort to
Investment Practices”
support the unique concerns
logo on the left side of
of small firms, the AICPA has
Did You Know?
created a new position, Vice
the page under “Membershi
President — Small Firm Interests.
Privileges
”
to
access your free copy
s a PCPS member, you
Jim Metzler, a nationally recognized
of
this
invaluable
resource. The
are entitled to a $100
consultant to small firms and
Handbook was specifically devel
discount on the AICPA’s
long-time AICPA volunteer, will be
oped for investment advisers,
upcoming
Business
the first person to serve the Institute
trustees,
Succession Planning Conference, CPAs, attorneys, consult
in this role. Many of you may
ants, institutional investors, money
being held December 8-9, 2003, at
recognize Mr. Metzler from the
the Royal Pacific Resort in Orlando,
managers, financial planners, and
numerous sessions he led at this
Florida. The conference offers you
anyone else who is involved in
year’s Practitioner’s Symposium,
the opportunity through case studies,
investment decision-making. The
including the Young Practice
general sessions, and comprehen
Handbook serves as a foundation
Leaders Boot Camp. PCPS is thrilled
sive 100-minute workshop sessions
for prudent investment fiduciary
that Mr. Metzler will be contributing
to receive the most up-to-date
practices, providing investment
his expertise and experience to our
information on tax, valuation, and
fiduciaries with an organized
community; we extend him a
emotional aspects of business
process for making informal and
hearty welcome
succession planning. Walk away
consistent decisions.
with the resources and tools to help
clients, or your own firm, make
PCPS to Launch
Open the Dialogue
succession planning a part of their
Triennial Member
overall strategic plan. To register,
About Fraud with
call 1-888-777-7077 and remember
Survey
Clients — Free
to ask for the PCPS discount.

I

very three years, PCPS
polls its members to
learn more about their
challenges and concerns
and to solicit feedback on
programs. The survey helps us tai
lor our programs to your needs.
For example, the last survey, com
pleted in 2000, revealed that 75%
of members were interested in a
program that would investigate
solutions to the staffing crisis. As a
result, PCPS developed the “Top
Talent” Survey. Members can log
on to http://www.pcps.org to read

E

V

A

Brochure

Small and Medium
Firm Network
PCPS
Group Meetings

CPS has created a
brochure to help you edu
cate clients about fraud
and how CPAs can help
detect and prevent it. Because the
he Small Firm Network
media
’
s
coverage of fraud has
Group is meeting on
focused
on
the nation’s largest com
September 18-19, 2003,
panies,
many
executives may not
in New York City and
realize
that
small
firms are targets as
the Medium Firm Network Group
well.
Small
companies
who are
is meeting on October 2-3, 2003,
victims
of
a
fraud
scheme
lose an
in Orlando, Florida. Interested
average
of
$127,500
per
incident.
firms should contact Marisa
As their CPA and trusted business
DeCongelio at 1-201-938-3015.

T
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adviser, you have the tools to help
clients identify their particular
vulnerabilities to fraud and to aid
with the design of safeguards. Visit
http://www.pcps.org/member/memberresources.asp to download a
free brochure from PCPS about the
hazards of fraud that you can share
with clients to open the dialogue.

major areas of concern. This year,
respondents offered feedback on
the New Regulatory Environment,
Personnel & Staffing, Technical
Skills/Standards, Marketing and
Firm Administration.
Check
www.pcps.org to learn what issues
are top of mind for your peers.

Results of 2003
Top 5 Issues
Survey

Tax Act of 2003:
Planning
Opportunities/
Pitfalls

T

T

tioners to focus on. PCPS mem
bers can use this presentation to
advise clients on ways to take
advantage of these new opportu
nities or strategies to avoid the
pitfalls. To view the presentation
visit http://www.pcps.org/member/
resources.html.

UPDATE!

The July/August Practicing CPA
reported that firms engaged in audits
of privately held broker/dealers have
until October 22,2003 to register with
the PCAOB. However, a recent SEC
he PCPS Management of
he “Jobs and Growth
release No. 34-48281, moves this
an Accounting Practice
Tax Relief Act of 2003”
deadline to January 1,2005 "unless
(MAP) Committee will
was signed into law
rules are in place regarding Board
publicize the results
on May 28, 2003. PCPS
registration
of auditors of non-public
of their 2003 Survey in mid
and the AICPA Tax Section have
broker/
dealers
that set an earlier
September. For the better part
created a PowerPoint presenta
date."
To
read
the
release, go to
of the past decade, the MAP
tion outlining some of the pitfalls
http://www.sec.gov/rules/other/
Committee has polled members
in the new Tax Law and some
34-48281.htm.
to uncover their priorities in
planning opportunities for practi
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